FIRST MUSICAL CLUB CONCERT HELD TODAY
Entertainment and Dance in Walker Have Large Attendance

RADIO SOCIETY MAKES TRIP TO STATION WALD
Go on Trip to U.S. S. Delaware for Visit to Transmitting and Receiving Rooms

SECRETARIES OF BOY'S WORK HERE YESTERDAY
W. M. Ross and W. H. Corriveau Represent T. C. A.

PLANS FOR DORM DANCE HAVE BEEN COMPLETED
Plans for the Christmas Dorm Dances are now being made. C. D. Haslett will return to the dormitories for the dance. They are now advertising the 'University Love and the same orchestra that plays at the Freshman dance will be in attendance for this opportunity. Mrs. Wallace M. Ross and Mrs. Paul J. Holabird have been doing their usual work in making the event a success.

FORMATION OF VARSITY MAJORS
Two Industrial Talks

CAST OF CHARACTERS FOR PLAY ANNOUNCED
Grand Ball Room of Waldorf-Astoria

CALL FOR CANDIDATES
Work on the production of Tech show 1923 will be given a running start. The Executive Committee for Tech, the board of directors, and the alumni are again ready to settle the dates for the cast, ballet, and management of the show. The show is to be handled in the same manner as last year. Information of the date, time, and place which will be explained at this time will be given as soon as possible.-

ACTUAL PRODUCTION OF TECH SHOW 1923 BEGINS AT SMOKER
A Recital of Continuous News Service for 42 Years

NEWSPAPERS' PART IN DECISIONS
Mr. R. L. O'Brien of Boston

PROFESSOR GILL GIVES LECTURE ON LIGHTS AND COLORS
Idea Regarding Gasoline Shows Talk

At the meeting of Course 3.9 held Friday afternoon in the Gilch Office Laboratory of the Department of Chemistry, Professor A. H. Gilch gave a lecture on the subject of light and color. He discussed the properties of gas and the manner in which it can be used for illumination. He also discussed the use of gas in the field of photography and its importance in the development of motion pictures.

FREE LECTURES GIVEN AT LOWELL INSTITUTE
Six Addresses by Dr. Rice on Journeys in Tropical America

A series of free public lectures is being given by A. H. Rice, M. D., on the theme of "Journeys in Tropical America." The lectures will cover various aspects of tropical medicine and its impact on the lives of those who live in these regions.
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